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Copyright © All rights reserved worldwide. 

 

YOUR RIGHTS: This book is restricted to your personal use only. It does not 

come with any other rights. 

 

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: This book is protected by international copyright law and 

may not be copied, reproduced, given away, or used to create derivative 

works without the publisher’s expressed permission. The publisher retains full 

copyrights to this book. 

 

The author has made every reasonable effort to be as accurate and 

complete as possible in the creation of this book and to ensure that the 

information provided is free from errors; however, the author/publisher/ reseller 

assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of the 

subject matter herein and does not warrant or represent at any time that the 

contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the 

Internet. 

 

Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations are 

unintentional. 

 

The purpose of this book is to educate and there are no guarantees of 

income, sales or results implied. The publisher/author/reseller can therefore not 

be held accountable for any poor results you may attain when implementing 

the techniques or when following any guidelines set out for you in this book. 

 

Any product, website, and company names mentioned in this report are the 

trademarks or copyright properties of their respective owners. The 

author/publisher/reseller are not associated or affiliated with them in any 

way. Nor does the referred product, website, and company names sponsor, 

endorse, or approve this product. 

 

COMPENSATION DISCLOSURE: Unless otherwise expressly stated, you should 

assume that the links contained in this book may be affiliate links and 

either the author/publisher/reseller will earn commission if you click on them 

and buy the product/service mentioned in this book. However, the 

author/publisher/reseller disclaim any liability that may result from your 

involvement with any such websites/products. You should perform due 

diligence before buying mentioned products or services. 

 

This constitutes the entire license agreement. Any disputes or terms not 

discussed in this agreement are at the sole discretion of the publisher. 
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Hi, Gaurab Borah here from 

gaurabborah.com & adsnexus.com 
 

Thank you for downloading my FREE Report! I 

know you are excited about the case study and 

can’t wait to read it. 
 

But before we move ahead, I want to introduce 

myself to you, what I do, my story, 

my struggles and how I overcame them and how creating and selling 

digital products changed my life. 
 
Read all about me here and feel free to share your story with me as well 

:) 
 
If you’re just getting started and yet to make your first income online, 

don’t worry everyone has to started somewhere. Just make sure you 

focus on a single method first, take actions, take imperfect action, 

learn, fail, learn again, implement and you’ll finally succeed. :) 
 
And once you taste some success, it’s much easier to make even more 

profits. But the important thing here is to take action and take it right now. 
 
The Case Study below is what I actually implement in my real life and 

it gets me results every time I implement it. 
 
It’s really a very small report and it works. Read it in next 5 min, 

implement it today and you’ll be seeing results by tomorrow. The 

examples shown below are in Internet marketing niche, but the same 

works in any niche :) 

Lets get started! 

 

http://gaurabborah.com/
http://adsnexus.com/
gaurabborah.com/about-me
gaurabborah.com/about-me
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Introduction 
Did you ever wonder how super affiliates manage to win those big affiliate 

contests time and time again?  

 

It seems like you see the same names on the leaderboards every time. 

 

You might think it’s impossible to compete with those big names, but the 

truth is, absolutely anyone has the potential to win those big bonuses.   

 

If you’ve ever wondered how those super affiliates do it, you’re about to 

learn. No, it’s not necessarily about the size of the list.  

 

Even those with smaller lists, or those who have other sources of traffic, 

have a great shot at. It’s not just about the size of the audience, but how 

you use it! 

 

In this guide, you’re going to learn how to take your affiliate promotions the 

extra mile, to really skyrocket your commissions and give you a chance to 

win those huge prizes you’ve been salivating over for so long.  

 

No more dreaming. It’s time to start winning! 

 

Let’s get started. 
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Promote the Right Products 
 

A lot of affiliates make the mistake of promoting every launch that comes 

along, or they’ll promote a product simply because it pays a huge 

commission. While that’s understandable, it’s not going to get you to the 

top of the affiliate leaderboards unless you just happen to hit it right. 

 

See, you have your traffic source. It might be your list. It might be your 

blog, or your website, or social media. But your traffic source is unique.  

 

No single email list, no single blog, no single traffic source of any kind, is 

exactly like another. Your traffic follows you for a reason. 

 

Let’s say you have a list you built selling products about self-publishing. 

There’s a huge new release coming up for an SEO product for bloggers. It 

pays a huge commission. You’ll get rich, right?  

 

Not necessarily. 

 

Some of your users won’t be interested at all.  

 

They only use self-publishing to make money, and aren’t at all interested in 

SEO. 

 

Others might be slightly curious, or maybe even fairly excited about the 

hype for this product, but they see the price and balk. Or maybe the sales 

page just doesn’t do it for them. 

 

Others may be interested, and may even buy... But those people probably 

won’t be enough to help you win that affiliate contest. 
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It’s a lot more important to promote products that are a good fit for your 

traffic source than it is to chase those huge commissions.  

 

That’s not to say a product that isn’t tightly related to your main niche can’t 

do well, because it’s certainly possible if the creator has done a good job 

with the marketing. But generally it’s better to pick and choose only the 

best products that are most likely to fit with your audience. 

 

Remember, if you’re really working your list right, you’ll be sending out 

more quality content than you are promotions. You’ll be offering your list 

value on a regular basis, so they’ll be opening your emails often, and even 

looking for your messages. 

 

Same thing if you’re using other traffic sources like blogs or social media. 

You’ll be offering those people more value than promotions. Otherwise, 

they won’t come back, right? 

 

This means it’s important to promote only those products that your 

audience will really find valuable, and those that you believe they will be 

happiest buying. 
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Before the Product is Live 
 

If you want to win an affiliate contest, it’s important to start preparing before 

the product is live. You need to jump in before most other people in order 

to prepare your audience. 

 

The pre-launch phase is a critical time, because it gets the hype going and 

gets people excited even before the price is revealed.  

 

This is important, because a lot of people will scroll past the sales page to 

find out the price of a product, and won’t even read the sales page if they 

think it’s too expensive. 

 

When you start promoting a product before it’s officially released, people 

won’t yet know the price, and they will be able to get excited about the 

product first. Not only that, but you’ll be able to have your list prepared for 

the release—watching for it—before promotions officially begin. 

 

So what are some methods of promoting a product before the product is 

live? Let’s take a look at a few ideas. 

 

Webinars 
 

Webinars are one of the most powerful selling methods, because you have 

the opportunity to give people a taste of what a product is all about without 

them having to pay for it. 

 

Think of a webinar not as a selling tool, but as a free sample. Don’t just 

hold a webinar to sell, sell, sell. People will quickly leave that type of 

webinar, and you’ll have no chance at the sale. 
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Instead, try to offer a lot of quality information. You won’t want to give away 

everything, obviously, but you can give people enough of a taste that they 

think, Wow, if the webinar was this good, the product must be amazing! 

 

The most effective type of webinar is one that includes the product 

creator/owner. You and the owner can create the webinar together, or you 

can create it and have the owner approve it, but it won’t be as effective 

without that person there.  

 

People want to hear directly from the product owner, because they’re the 

one with the information they’re trying to sell. If you tried to hold one on 

your own, people aren’t as likely to show up. They’ll believe it’s nothing but 

a sales pitch. 

Reviews 
 

Yes, it is definitely possible to put up a product review before a product is 

released. If you have a decent source of traffic you can prove, most 

product owners will be happy to give you a review copy of their product so 

you can get a review up before the official launch. 

 

The best way to get a review copy is to contact the product owner and let 

them know what you want to do.  

 

Tell them how much traffic you have, or how many list subscribers.  

 

Tell them you want to do a review of the product before launch as part of 

your pre-selling strategy. 

 

Some product owners won’t do this if they don’t know you, but many will. If 

you can get a review copy before launch, your review will be a great way to 

drum up hype before the launch. 
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Not only that, but you can get search engine traffic to your review, as well, 

if you post it on your blog.  

That way, as soon as people start hearing about the product and they 

search for information, you have an opportunity to get them onto your list. 

 

Hype Emails 
 

It’s important to start developing hype for the product before launch, and 

the best way to do this is to start mailing your list about it.  

 

If you don’t already have one, building it while promoting a launch is 

perfect. You can create a short report or video that goes along with the 

product and give that away free to start building your list. Once users are 

on your list, you can start promoting the launch by building hype. 

 

A good way to build hype before launch is to start posting teasers about 

the product. (You’ll want to get the product owner’s permission to do this, of 

course. He or she may want to see what you post before you post it.) 

 

Teasers are either excerpts from the actual content, or previews about the 

type of content included. 

 

They don’t always have to include actual content. Sometimes just telling 

people some of the things they will learn, or perhaps some of the results of 

beta testers, is enough. 

 

Let’s say the internet marketing product you want to promote had 50 beta 

testers, and 13 out of the 50 made over $50,000, and 45 out of the 50 

made at least $5000. Those are great results! This is the kind of 

information people want to hear—actual results. 
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Sometimes there won’t be beta testers, and there won’t be any kind of 

proof from users before launch. In that case, you can publish (with 

permission) actually excerpts from the product, or the results the product 

creator had that led him or her to develop the product. 

 

The more you build hype before launch, the more sales you’re like to get 

once the product officially goes on sale. 
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At Launch 
 

Once the product has officially launched, it’s time to start pre-selling. Pre-

selling is all the things you do before the user arrives at the sales page, 

and these things help increase conversions significantly. 

 

You may ask why you need to do any pre-selling at all. After all, shouldn’t 

the product sell itself? Shouldn’t the sales page be enough? 

 

Well, partially. Obviously the product you promote should be a great 

product, and it should have a sales page that will convert. But keep in mind 

that your audience may not know this product owner. They trust you. They 

may not trust this product owner yet. 

 

By doing a little pre-selling, you’re helping pass the trust your audience has 

in you onto this product, and onto the product owner. (That’s why it’s so 

important to promote only those products you know are quality.) 

 

Let’s look at some ways you can promote a product effectively at the time 

of its launch. 

 

Be On The Ball 
 

The moment the product goes live, you need to be ready to send out your 

first email. Don’t wait! If someone sees the product first via another 

marketer’s email, they may buy it through that person’s affiliate link and 

you’ll lose the sale. 

 

If you’re promoting a new launch, you have to be ready to send out your 

email the moment the product goes live. Even if you know exactly when it’s 
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supposed to be live, don’t schedule the email. Things happen. Launches 

get delayed. Just be ready to send it out at a moment’s notice. 

 

Bonuses 
 

Bonuses have become the new big standard in affiliate marketing, 

especially in competitive markets like internet marketing. These days, 

some people actually “bonus shop” which is when they look to see which 

marketer is offering the best bonuses before they buy a new product. 

 

So what if you don’t have anything good you can offer as a bonus?  

 

You can either buy PLR and included, or (ideally) create a bonus. 

 

Creating a bonus has three distinct benefits over PLR: 

 

1. Anything you can create will probably be better quality, and have 

higher perceived value than any PLR product you could buy. 

2. You can later sell that bonus, or include it with something you sell, 

as an individual product. Or you could use it as a lead magnet to 

get people to opt-in to your email list. 

3. You can tailor the bonus very tightly to the product you’re 

promoting. 

 

Let’s say you are promoting a product that teaches you how to make your 

own marketing graphics like headers and banners with Photoshop. A 

fantastic bonus would be a bunch of Photoshop resources like gradients, 

layer styles, and templates. 
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If you can’t find any that would work well and have PLR or resale rights that 

allow them to be used as a bonus, you could create them yourself.  

 

Which brings to mind a fourth benefit of creating your own bonus—it will be 

exclusive to you, and no one else could offer it as a bonus. 
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Pre-Selling 
 

You’ll probably want to do a fair bit of pre-selling in order to increase 

conversions. Pre-selling is relatively simple.  

 

If you’ve seen the product before you start selling it (and ideally you should 

to be sure you’re promoting only the best products) you will know where 

the sales page is lacking.  

 

Perhaps it focuses too little on a particular aspect of the product that you 

know would be important to your audience, or maybe you feel it doesn’t 

present information in the best order. 

 

Pre-selling will let you present the features you think would be most 

important to your audience before they even visit the sales page, helping to 

increase conversions. 
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Be Consistent 
 

Consistency is especially important when promoting products that have a 

higher price tag, which generally happen to be those with the best prizes 

for affiliates. You can’t expect to send out one message and win an affiliate 

contest. It’s about hammering that message in repeatedly. 

 

This might sound counterproductive.  

 

You might think your audience will tire of hearing about the same product 

over and over. Some might. But it often takes seeing the same ad or 

product about three times before someone decides to purchase, especially 

for big-ticket items. 

 

Consistency is also important when you’re participating in every stage of 

the launch. You need to keep up each step of the process, from doing pre-

launch marketing such as webinars and reviews to post-launch marketing 

like sending out emails and offering bonuses. 

 

You can even act like you’re doing your audience a favor by letting them 

know about the product in advance of the launch, and then reminded them 

about it once it has officially launched.  

 

Technically, if the product is good, you would be doing them a favor. 

Especially if the product is limited and likely to sell out quickly, or is being 

offered at a discount. 

 

If you really want to win that affiliate contest, it’s vital that you keep 

hammering your list. Obviously you don’t want to promote too much.  

 

But you’ll want to send a minimum of three emails for each launch… 
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1. The pre-launch announcement about the coming product. 

2. The announcement the product is live. 

3. A follow-up to remind people to buy, and let them know if the product 

is close to selling out or the launch discount is almost over. 

 

You can certainly send more than three emails, but those are the ones you 

should send at bare minimum. 

 

If you’re like to send more than this, here’s a good schedule: 

 

1. The pre-launch announcement about the coming product. 

2. An announcement about your upcoming webinar for the product. 

3. A reminder right before the webinar. 

4. A reminder the day before the product goes live, with an 

announcement about your bonus or bonuses. 

5. The announcement the product is live. 

6. A follow-up to remind people to buy, and let them know if the product 

is close to selling out or the launch discount is almost over. 

 

As long as these emails are spaced a day or two apart, people are most 

likely not going to be upset about the frequency of emails, and this will give 

you the best chance to win the contest. 

 

Don’t give up just because you see a huge lead on the leaderboard.  
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You may discover that the top two or three marketers on the leaderboard 

the first day or two later drop because they don’t send follow-up emails, 

giving you a chance to jump ahead of them if you are consistent and send 

out those follow-up messages. 
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No List? No Problem! 
 

So what if you don’t have a list to use to promote the product? Perhaps you 

have only a blog, or maybe you’re using social media to promote products. 

No big deal. You can use the product launch to build your list! 

 

Some product owners will actually provide you with a lead magnet and pre-

written autoresponder messages to use to promote the product. You can 

use these to build your list, or you can create your own. 

 

Let’s say you have a blog or Facebook fan page in a particular niche, such 

as internet marketing. You can start promoting the product on those pages, 

perhaps reaching people who would otherwise not know about the product 

at all. Then you can start pre-selling the product just as you would if you 

already had a list. 

 

You can tell those people that if they want more information about this 

product, they can sign up for your email list to find out when it’s launched 

and what special bonus you’re offering to people who buy through your 

affiliate link. 

 

Also, people who have already heard about the product may go to the 

search engines to find more information about it. You can use this as an 

opportunity to get more traffic by posting your review online and making it 

searchable. 

 

Be sure to use this page as an opportunity to build your list. Put an opt-in 

box on the page that offers your free lead magnet that is related to the 

product, and let people know they can find out the minute the product is 

launched by signing up to your list. 
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Don’t forget to let them know you’re offering a bonus or bonuses, especially 

if your bonus is something exclusive they can’t get anywhere else! 
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Conclusion 
 

If you’ve always wondered how those super affiliates seem to win affiliate 

contests time and time again, you don’t have to wonder anymore. You’re 

now equipped with the same tactics they use (and some they probably 

don’t!) You can do exactly what they do! 

 

Remember, consistency is key.  

 

You’ll want to promote the product at every step of the launch, including 

before the launch, at launch, and after the launch. Follow-up promotion is 

vital, because you’ll keep people reminded about the product and give 

them more reasons to buy. 

 

Even if you don’t have a list, you still have a chance to win an affiliate 

contest. It’s like the story about the tortoise and the hare. It’s not 

necessarily about being the first to promote the product, or having the 

biggest list. It’s about the methods you use, and how consistent you are. 

 

Maybe you won’t win every contest, and that’s okay. But the harder you try, 

the more often you’ll find yourself winning, and ultimately, it’s all about 

those sales, anyway! 

 

Best of luck! 
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Gaurab, What’s next?  
 
With Copy My Funnel, you’ll be able to build an profitable email list, but if 

want to take your profits to high 5-fig/m FAST like I did then you want to 

build a BUYERS LIST - 10X more profitable than any other email lists. 
 
 
Having a buyers list has helped me to generate over $1M in my online 

business, click the link below to know how you can do 

the same: 
 
 

Learn how I build a list of 30,000 buyers, 10X more 
profitable, 10X cheaper than any other traffic source 
with NO product, NO JV connections, NO skills & NO 
big budget! 

 
 

Thanks for reading, Gaurab Borah 
 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://gaurabborah.com/go/buyerslistblueprint/copymyfunnel
http://gaurabborah.com/go/buyerslistblueprint/copymyfunnel
http://gaurabborah.com/go/buyerslistblueprint/copymyfunnel
http://gaurabborah.com/go/buyerslistblueprint/copymyfunnel
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My resources 
 

Use this to create your free report 
Download PLR Products 
Best Autoresponders with Free 30-day trail to get started. 
Aweber 
Getresponse 
Page builders to create your landing pages 
Instabuilder 
Leadpages 
Clickfunnels  (14 day trial, start here) 
Where to find Affiliate Offers 
Clickbank 
JVZOO 
W+ 
Maxbounty 
Peerfly 
Get traffic 
Create a Bing Ads account here 
Udimi Solo Ads 

 

http://gaurabborah.com/go/downloadplrproducts
http://gaurabborah.com/go/aweber
http://gaurabborah.com/go/getresponse
http://gaurabborah.com/go/instabuilder
http://gaurabborah.com/go/leadpages
http://gaurabborah.com/go/clickfunnels
http://clickbank.com/
http://jvzoo.com/
http://warriorplus.com/
http://maxbounty.com/
http://peerfly.com/
https://secure.azure.bingads.microsoft.com/Auth
http://gaurabborah.com/go/udimi

